CLUBCARD PRINTING

DOOR HANGAR TEMPLATE - FRONT - STARBURST DIE

FILE SIZE 4.5” x 11.25”
FINISHED SIZE 4.25” x 11”

BLEED - Graphics and backgrounds that come right to the edge of the trimmed cards must extend past the trim line by 1/8” on each edge.

TRIM LINE - The final trim size of your cards ordered.

CRITICAL MARGIN - All important text and elements should be at least 1/8” away from the trim line.

PLEASE NOTE - Submit your print-ready art on a separate layer than the template or simply delete the template before submitting. Do not flatten this into your final print-ready art.

NEED MORE HELP?
Find tutorial videos & more tips at www.clubcard.tv
DOOR HANGAR TEMPLATE - BACK - STARBURST DIE

FILE SIZE 4.5" x 11.25"  
FINISHED SIZE 4.25" x 11"

BLEED - Graphics and backgrounds that come right to the edge of the trimmed cards must extend past the trim line by 1/8" on each edge.

TRIM LINE - The final trim size of your cards ordered.

CRITICAL MARGIN - All important text and elements should be at least 1/8" away from the trim line.

PLEASE NOTE - Submit your print-ready art on a separate layer than the template or simply delete the template before submitting. Do not flatten this into your final print-ready art.

NEED MORE HELP?
Find tutorial videos & more tips at www.clubcard.tv